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Abstract: This research article indicates the comparative study of NDA-1 and UPA-1. 

The comparative study of coalitions of NDA- 1 and UPA 1 are crucial for the Indian 

political system. It emerged when there was a need of a universal representation of all 

the political parties to govern the nation and lead the same towards development. After 

witnessing continuous failures of the stable coalition formations, the BJP led NDA- 1 contributed first 

stable coalition government in India. Electoral system of India is facing a number of elections till today, 

both at central and states under the federal structure of the political system. The parliamentary form of 

the governments in India, whether it is single party dominance or the multi-parties coalitions are 

successful in whether of the ways. The nation has seen both single party and multi—party 

representation forming governments at the Centre. The frequent elections were also conducted when 

there was a lack of majority and parliament was dissolved. The most important feature of the 

parliamentary form of the government is to dissolve the parliament when it lacks the majority. Even in 

such democratic parliamentary system, the nation has faced the implementation of emergency in 1975-

77. 
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Introduction: The comparison of two successful coalitions between NDA 1 (1999-2004) and UPA-1 

(2004-2009) are made in this chapter. Comparisons of situations, Ideology, alliances, leadership, policy 

making and some important decisions are analyzed in this chapter. Comparison of coalition leads to 

understand democracy, electoral structure. Vote behavior and policy making of the governments. 

The comparison of 13th and 14th elections points to the contributed coalitions’ at the centre. As the 

months of bitter hits by, fractured election results, even the 1999 general elections were won or lost not 

on the basis of the these two leading national political parties or ideological appeals but on the ability of 

allies of these two parties from among the scores of smaller parties, whether secular or communal. The 

promises made by these two political parties at different situations and other factors resulted or 

provided both parties an opportunity to fond the coalitions. 

Formation of coalitions is inherent in organized politics, which is also a political activity in a 

democracy. It is difficult to conceive of political parties or parliaments that can do without coalition 

formation of some found or the other. The purpose of this chapter is to examine the functioning of 

coalition governments in a comparative perspective, not coalition politics per se. In other words, this 

study examines the phenomenon of political parties for formations and maintenance of governments in 

a parliamentary constitutional context. A coalition situation in a parliamentary setting arises when an 

election fails to flip up the party with a bulk of seats in a parliament and no individual party is able in 

making the government. 

The comparative study has been cleared to identify similarities and dissimilarities between one another. 

A comparative government has a long story. 

The comparative study of coalitions of NDA- 1 and UPA 1 are crucial for the Indian political system. It 

emerged when there was a need of a universal representation of all the political parties to govern the 


